The 15-minute dumping provocation test.
Following gastric surgery, the diagnosis of the dumping syndrome (DS) has never been precise. The importance of diagnosis is not only in deciding management, but also in comparing series of incidences. The mainstay of diagnosis has been the gastric emptying and dumping provocation test (DPT); however it requires expensive equipment and the interpretation of the results is subjective and therefore variable. In 38 DPTs the percentage plasma volume and pulse rate changes, 15 min after the ingestion of 150 ml of hypertonic glucose, were expressed as percentages of the maximum values encountered and summed to form a score. The tests were independently interpreted by the authors and where they disagreed the result was defined as equivocal. The score was used with the symptoms provoked to follow a simple algorithm to divide the patients into those with and those without DS. There were six suffering from DS on our current interpretation; the new method identified all of these. Three tests were positive on the scoring scheme only and on review the interpreters agreed that all of these patients were suffering from the dumping syndrome. An accurate test using only the baseline and 15 min samples is simple, cheap and has definite rules of interpretation; the only laboratory measurement needed is the haematocrit estimation of three blood samples.